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We are XX community, labor, environmental, health, equity, and science-based organizations 
working for racial, economic, social, and environmental justice in Dallas. We’re writing to spotlight four 
specific opportunities City of Dallas officials have to remove the racist practices and policies responsible 
for the disastrous Shingle Mountain crisis. Decades of neglect and institutional racism by the City of 
Dallas contributed to the creation of Shingle Mountain. Only deep, forceful, meaningful change can 
prevent another one. Such change should include: 

1) Hiring of an Environmental Health Scientist of Color as the new Director of the Dallas Office of
Environmental Quality and Sustainability (OEQS).

Throughout the entire length of the Shingle Mountain crisis there was more concern expressed from 
OEQS about stormwater violations at the illegal dump than human health harms it was causing to 
residents. 

Houston, for example, has a staff toxicologist who speaks out against siting new batch plants in 
Black and Brown neighborhoods. Meanwhile, Dallas has an OEQS that has never objected to a single 
batch plant request in Southern Dallas, a predominantly Black and Brown sector of the city. 



The current staff have given contradictory, anti-scientific, and error-filled responses to Council on 
subjects ranging from air monitoring to Shingle Mountain hazards. Dallas needs a real environmental 
scientist who has expertise in, and understands, environmental health. 
 
At the same time Dallas is now a POC majority city. A person of color has never headed the OEQS. It 
needs a new Director who has a different perspective, not only in expertise, but also in life 
experience.  
 

2) Including an Environmental Equity Provision to the City’s new Economic Development Policy  
 
City Hall is about to unveil its long overdue new Economic Development Policy. This version should 
reflect the City’s new-found commitment to “equity.” But it will be impossible to do so without 
including specific environmental justice protections for Southern Dallas into the policy. 
 
We know that pollution burdens in Dallas are inequitably distributed, with an overwhelming 
majority of heavy industry tracts located South of, or along the Trinity River, adjacent to or inside 
Black and Brown neighborhoods.  
 
The City’s new Economic Development policy must account for this current inequity and protect 
these neighborhoods from even more pollution. The City should take their cumulative pollution 
burdens into account by placing new restrictions on sites of new polluters in Southern Dallas, 
requiring more intense right-to-know notification in this area, raising fees based on pollution 
volumes, and taking all other proactive measures necessary to limit and reduce the effects of 
polluting industries on these Dallas neighborhoods.  
 
Dallas’s new Economic Development Policy should seek to end the decades-long practice of 
dumping on the people in Southern Dallas. 

 
3) Using the upcoming Forward Dallas Process to Reverse Racist Zoning  
 

This April the City of Dallas is embarking on a once-a decade, multi-year citywide land planning 
process called “Forward Dallas.”  

The City’s Climate Plan has already ceded forwardDallas! the authority to address inequitable pollution 
burdens in Southern Dallas. In addressing this problem, forward!Dallas should work with Black and 
Brown neighborhoods to reverse decades of racist zoning that put those neighborhoods dangerously 
close to polluters. Specifically, the City’s should use the Forward Dallas process to: 

● Implement an equitable process for the rapid approval of neighborhood plans by the 
City of Dallas. Residents must have their voices heard. 

● Establish a citywide residential right-to-know that can warn neighborhoods of new 
pollution threats.  Don't keep us in the dark.  

● Make sure Southern Dallas land currently zoned for industry but not used for industry 
will be rezoned for non-industrial uses. We need to redraw the map of where polluters 
can locate in Dallas. 

● Prohibit new polluters from locating in the Trinity River floodplain and establish a 
timetable for removal of polluters still doing business there. Flooding and toxins 
shouldn't mix. 

● Create a checklist for permit and zoning regulation compliance as part of every code 
compliance visit to a property in order to aid enforcement of all environmental 
regulations and other City regulations.  

The Forward Dallas process must bring the City into the 21st Century by redressing the legacies of 
racist zoning from the 19th and 20th Centuries. 



 
4) Re-Establishing the Dallas Environmental Health Commission 

 
One of the most important lessons of the Shingle Mountain crisis is the high price residents paid by 
having no environmental health expertise, or even concern, at Dallas City Hall.  
 
The City needs an entirely separate platform where residents can air their concerns for City 
decisions affecting their environmental health, and where the City can investigate, evaluate, and 
consider recommendations regarding environmental health issues and policies. Indeed, the City has 
had such a platform. From the 1980’s to the early 2010’s, the 15-member Council-appointed Dallas 
Environmental Health Commission restricted the siting of hazardous and medical wastes, examined 
pesticide spraying for mosquitoes, and considered other hot topics brought to it by residents and 
Council Members alike. Its mission was to promote “an environment where the health and 
well-being of the citizens of Dallas are of paramount importance.” 
 
But that body was mysteriously eliminated on the eve of Dallas dealing with new gas leases on 
public park land and in the Trinity River Floodplain. During a time when an Environmental Health 
Commission was desperately needed to weigh-in on the risks of drilling, no one at City Hall was 
either qualified to do so or charged with that responsibility. It took a citizen-led fact-finding mission 
on the health hazards of drilling to convince the Council to reject the same leases the OEQS and Plan 
Commission had approved.  

 
In 2018 a Commission like the Environmental Health Commission would have offered Marsha 
Jackson a public forum to present her complaints about Shingle Mountain long before it could grow 
into the national embarrassment it is. 

 
Currently the City is designing a new Committee to oversee the implementation of its Climate Plan. 
In passing the Climate Plan last Spring, City officials went out of their way to assign the examination 
of inequitable neighborhood pollution burdens to the Forward Dallas process. Because of this, it 
would be inappropriate to back track and give this new Climate Plan Committee oversight of 
environmental health issues. Therefore, we urge that the City must have a stand-alone body 
devoted to the environmental health of its residents.  
 
Environmental health harms disproportionately impact Black and Brown residents. These harms 
deserve a separate, permanent and focused home at City Hall. They should not be treated as an 
occasional sidebar conversation to a Climate Plan checklist. Accordingly, to deal with the City’s 
inequitable pollution burdens and the inevitable inequitable health results of those burdens, the City 
must reinstitute the Environmental Health Commission or form some other body separate and apart 
from the Climate Plan Committee.  

 
5) Mounting A Truly Independent Shingle Mountain Investigation  
 

On January 4, 2021, during the last two minutes of the Environmental and Sustainability 
Committee’s monthly meeting, its Chair announced that the Committee would hold a “special 
meeting” specifically on Shingle Mountain on January 26, 2021. The Chair gave no further details on 
who would be appearing, what would be discussed, or whether the public could comment during 
the meeting. The City or Committee has yet to announce anything publicly or in print about this 
“special meeting.” 
 
This is not the way to get to the truth about the causes of Shingle Mountain. Not only is a single 
meeting insufficient, but as a facilitator of the disaster, the City isn’t capable of providing an 
independent investigation. A member of the Environmental and Sustainability Committee is a 
Council representative whose negligence is directly responsible for the crisis. Its Chair is someone 
who told Marsha Jackson her neighborhood health problems weren’t important enough to interfere 



with the City’s Climate Plan. Its staff ignored the problem for a year and then expressed more 
concern for water quality than human health.  
 
A truly independent investigation must be led by someone from outside City Hall. It must involve 
interviews with City officials, employees, and residents. It must look at the full trail of 
documentation left behind by this crisis. It must be ready to go wherever the evidence takes it. And 
it must certainly involve more than one “special meeting.”  If the City is truly sincere in wanting to 
prevent another Shingle Mountain, then we recommend an open-ended investigation headed-up by 
retired journalist Robert Wilonsky and populated by Dallas residents - a majority people of color - 
who are familiar with Dallas zoning regulation, code compliance, and  environmental health.  

 
The City has a chance to learn from the Shingle Mountain disaster and to be a leader in addressing 
environmental injustice and improving overall environmental health for all. Dallas claims to be world 
class, and it has the people and the power to truly achieve that status. Don’t waste this opportunity to 
go big, to show courage, and to be a leader in environmental health, equity, and protection. 
 
 
Signed,  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


